
A Walk Around
Combeinteignhead

An Aide Memoire



As I mentioned on the walk: 
The overwhelming feeling for 
me was one of familiarity

Walks in the country often 
echo for me the enforced 
ones that I had with my 
parents and family, between 
the ages of about 6 and 11 …



Welcome to Hearn Field …

Gifted surprisingly recently 
(1983), but very similar to our 
own Recreation Ground back 
in Essex



As always, there is a tension 
between public amenity … 
and those who want to 
enforce rules and secure a 
privileged position for 
themselves …



… and those who (don’t) give 
a crap



I recorded some ‘dog chat’ 
here – it was funny but not 
very good quality
(should have brought my 
Tascam and a sock!)



Our Recreation Ground in 
Essex was mainly annexed for 
Cricket

I don’t think they would have 
countenanced Dog Shows!



On this walk, so many 
memories are concatenated … 
different childhood landscapes 
and places …

A forest of yacht masts 
I had a red toy yacht, bought in 
Walton-on-the-Naze, that I 
sailed in the boating pools at 
Walton and Clacton with my 
younger brother (who had a 
smaller blue yacht)



The wild flowers that we used 
to pick to enter in the annual 
‘Village Show’

I can still identify a few

We often won a 2nd or 3rd

prize – probably because so 
few people entered



Not sure what this is

Quite impressive close-up, 
with all its satellites

A bit like Teasles – very 
sculptural



Mud flats, stretching out into 
the estuary – like Southend
But Southend’s mud goes out
for miles … and probably
contains a number of my 
Grandma’s corns
She would visit to soak her 
feet and to encourage the 
corns to migrate out to sea …



Interesting formation of rocks
Reminiscent of petrified trees in 
the waters off Wales



Cockle and mussel shells

We used to go cockling off 
Point Clear in Essex



Loads of 
opportunities to 
taking beautiful 
pictures here

I recorded the 
sound of my 
footsteps on the 
mud and on the 
pebbles & rocks



There are a lot of benches 
along the river bank 
dedicated to the memory of 
the dead

They can seem lonely like this 
one …



Or like a group of friends 
gazing out to the water

(Except for the one facing the 
dogs … and the cricket …)



And so, through the reed 
beds …

Recalling a happy boating 
holiday on the Norfolk 
Broads, 6 or 7 years later



And on to the cornfields …

Recalling longer walks - and 
how we strayed from the 
footpaths and were 
challenged by Lord (yes, Lord) 
Petre, carrying a shotgun …



Of course, there were the 
smells and sounds …

But the overwhelming feeling is 
one of reminiscence – The past 
viewed through rose-coloured 
spectacles

At the time, the last thing I
wanted to do was to walk after 
6 or 6 ½ days at school

So, mixed feelings – We can 
never really shake off the 
experiences that have made us, 
good or bad … 


